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Figure 1: The optical see-through Visual Impairment Simulation Glasses Concept and Prototype. (a) supposes a normal vision
user. (b) demonstrate the peripheral vision loss mode of our device. e) is the central vision loss mode. (c) & (d) are the simulated
peripheral vision loss from moderate to severe. (f) & (g) are the simulated central vision loss from moderate to severe.

ABSTRACT
As the population ages, many will acquire visual impairments. To
improve design for these users, it is essential to build awareness of
their perspective during everyday routines, especially for design
students.
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Although several visual impairment simulation toolkits exist in
both academia and as commercial products, analog, and static visual
impairment simulation tools do not simulate efects concerning
the user’s eye movements. Meanwhile, VR and video see-throughbased AR simulation methods are constrained by smaller felds
of view when compared with the natural human visual feld and
also sufer from vergence-accommodation confict (VAC) which
correlates with visual fatigue, headache, and dizziness.
In this paper, we enable an on-the-go, VAC-free, visually impaired experience by leveraging our optical see-through glasses.
The FOV of our glasses is approximately 160 degrees for horizontal and 140 degrees for vertical, and participants can experience
both losses of central vision and loss of peripheral vision at different severities. Our evaluation (n =14) indicates that the glasses
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can signifcantly and efectively reduce visual acuity and visual
feld without causing typical motion sickness symptoms such as
headaches and or visual fatigue. Questionnaires and qualitative
feedback also showed how the glasses helped to increase participants’ awareness of visual impairment.
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• Human-centered computing → Interaction devices; Empirical
studies in HCI .
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1

INTRODUCTION

As the global population progressively ages, the number of people
with visual impairments will continue to grow. Individuals are likely
to experience some degree of vision loss throughout their lives [10].
However, public facilities are designed assuming normal vision. To
aid the understanding of visual impairments, several simulations
have been created such as analog glasses [27], static display-based
solutions [54], and video see-through AR glasses [48].
Despite the increasingly high prevalence of visual impairment
and numerous calls about the importance of ensuring that existing and novel technologies are accessible to people with varying
degrees of visual abilities, many designers remain unaware of the
access barriers that they inadvertently introduce in the technologies
they develop [15].
Enhancing design students’ understanding of the barriers that
users with visual impairment can serve to increase their general
level of awareness, leading to a positive shift towards more inclusive
practices [42]. The most efective way to promote a comprehensive
understanding of how visually impaired individuals interact with
technology and what their access needs are is to enable students
to interact with them directly [7, 67, 70]. However, facilitating direct interactions between students and visually impaired people
as part of educational programs for designers can be challenging
for instructors and burdensome for individuals with visual impairments [45, 75].
To help designers gain some basic understanding of the access
barriers, several simulators have been developed utilizing a number
of diferent techniques [5, 38].
For simulations of visual impairment to be efective, they would
need to be able to mimic a variety of diferent conditions and adapt
to diferent situations and contexts [6, 22]. However, most existing
tools either focus on 2D images-based simulations, screen flters or
use normal glasses with tinted lenses or other non-electronic, static
tools [3, 27, 49, 63, 79]. The fdelity at which these basic tools can
simulate visual impairment is relatively low. The lack of adaptability
to gaze movement limits their applicability for more complex tasks,
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and the inability to simulate diferent degrees of visual impairment
could limit the user’s understanding of the diversity between and
within specifc conditions [1, 11].
Some researchers have leveraged the use of Head Mounted Display (HMD) simulations, mostly limiting the usage to virtual reality [12, 38]. To develop a realistic simulation of cataract, Krosl et
al. [48] took advantage of video-see through HMD with real-time
eye tracking and involving ophthalmologists to create a more realistic simulation. However, using HMDs is still quite obtrusive due
to their high profle and weight [35]. Moreover, their application is
limited to a virtual environment, whereas visually impaired people
perform their daily activities in the real world.
Particularly, accessing visual information through 2-dimensional
images changes the way our eyes naturally focus during activities
such as switching gaze from distant objects to closed ones and vice
versa (e.g. depth perception and other visual properties are altered).
This results in less realistic simulation and potential motion sickness
symptoms [72]. Moreover, although high-end stereoscopic HMDs
can simulate depth in a way that resembles the spatial properties
of the real world, at least currently, they are not able to replicate
how humans see and perceive depth under natural viewing conditions [72].
In this study, we focus on simulating (1) central vision loss and
(2) peripheral vision loss, which are two typical symptoms of agerelated macular degeneration (AMD) and open-angle glaucoma.
To address the shortcomings of current simulation approaches we
present a new set of low-profle smart glasses that combines optical see-through displays with real-time eye-tracking that map the
simulation efect to correspond to the user’s gaze, which enables a
more intuitive and efective simulation of visual impairment.
Our contribution is as follows: our device is the frst lightweight
optical-see-through-based and real-time eye tracking integrated
visual impairment simulation solution that enables users to experience diferent types of visual impairments in everyday activities
in an unconstrained way, without signifcant obstructions to one’s
feld of vision or the need for pre-defned virtual scenarios. Our user
study confrmed that our device signifcantly reduced the users’
peripheral vision and visual acuity respectively and increased their
awareness of visual impairments without causing typical motion
sickness symptoms such as visual fatigue and headache.

2 RELATED WORKS
2.1 Visual Impairment, Open-angle Glaucoma,
and Age-related Macular Degeneration
According to the 2019 World Vision Report by the WHO, visual
impairment occurs when one or more conditions of the eye afect
the visual system [59]. As a result, visual impairment can be associated with a reduction in visual acuity, the feld of vision, contrast
sensitivity, or color vision [59]. Eye conditions that can cause visual
impairment are remarkably common with many people expected to
experience at least one of them throughout their life [59]. However,
these conditions can vary in their severity and while some can be
corrected through the use of surgical treatment or the use of assistive technologies, others lead to irreversible, and often increasing
degrees of visual impairment [59].
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Glaucoma is one of the leading causes of blindness [9, 21, 44, 74],
and the number of people who sufer from glaucoma is increasing
worldwide [62]. Compared with cataracts, blindness caused by
glaucoma is irreversible [44]. In particular, one of the most common
and severe types of glaucoma, open-angle glaucoma, is associated
with the loss of peripheral vision as its main symptom, which can
severely impact individuals’ daily activities.
On the other hand, aging macular degeneration is a major cause
of visual impairment in older adults [51]. As the average age of the
population in many countries continues to increase, it is expected
that more than 300 million individuals might be afected by this
condition by 2040 [55]. Although AMD does not cause complete
blindness, it is the most frequent cause of severe vision loss in older
age groups and it is associated with high rates of disability and
depression [64]. Aging macular degeneration causes losing central
vision, which means people sufering from this disease tend to
perceive visual information from the center of the feld of vision at
lower saturation and even with distortion.
Open-angle glaucoma and AMD manifest in signifcantly diferent ways but are both associated with difculties in Independent
Activities of Daily Living, in particular in regards to independent
mobility [31]. The combination of high prevalence and signifcant
impact on daily life makes open-angle glaucoma and AMD suitable
for a simulation exercise for design students as it could help them
to understand the diferent access needs that people experiencing
these conditions might have [37].

2.2

Overview of visual impairment simulation
strategies

Several researchers have explored the direct sharing of subjective
experiences to communicate empathy, rational compassion, etc. and
to provide intuitive assessment tools for people to understand each
other better [49, 57, 58, 65, 66]. In the case of visual impairment
simulation, there are three common approaches: analog tools, 2D
images-based simulation, and Head-mounted-Display-based methods (VR and AR). Table 1 presents a brief comparison of the main
characteristics of each type of simulator and our approach.
2.2.1 Analog visual impairment simulation tools. Analog tools (e.g.
static glasses, contact lenses, or other flters) are designed to simulate a specifc visual impairment [27, 65] through an overlay efect
while preserving our original vision as an information resource.
Goodman et al. simulated diferent degrees of blurry vision, using layers of Cambridge Simulation Glasses, to assess the visual
clarity of product features [28]. Juniat et al. gathered 254 medical
students to complete three daily tasks while wearing Sim-specs,
which simulate Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) and glaucoma [39]. Their goal was to enable students to learn about visual
impairment. Kanzler et al. used "Produkt + Projekt” glasses as visual
impairment simulators and analyzed participants’ performance in
a 40m obstacle walk to examine the infuence of AMD on gait [40].
Czoski et al. use contact lenses to simulate AMD [16] with a similar
goal to one of the other researchers.
To mimic a variety of visual impairments, there are commercial
visual impairment simulators such as [19, 33, 61, 83]. In particular,
Zimmerman Low Vision Simulation Kit [83] provides four goggles

and several lenses which can simulate peripheral feld loss, macular
degeneration, cataract, scotoma, and hemianopsia.
However, eye conditions such as cataracts and aging-related
macular degeneration, which lead to visual impairment happen in
the eye itself. This means that the resulting altered visual representation impairments will move along with the eyeballs’ movements.
The visual impairment simulation-generated analog tools did not
restore this attribute of our natural vision system, which inevitably
leads to less realistic simulation.
2.2.2 2D image based Visual impairment simulation. Amongst the
diferent types of software-based visual impairments simulators,
EASE (Evaluating Accessibility through Simulation of User Experience) ofers a blurring and red-green color blindness experience [54].
Wood et al. simulated cataracts using Vistech light scattering flters to investigate the impact of visual impairment on older adults’
cognitive performance [77]. McAlpin et al. [53] developed a mobile
device-based system simulating personalized CVD symptoms.
To emphasize the access needs of users who sufer from common vision or hearing impairments, [26] designed Windows-based
software which has the ability to adjust the degree of impairment
to diferent severity levels. Additionally, [17] presents a web pagebased simulator that mimics Blurry Vision, Ghosting, Glare, Halos,
Starbursting, Loss of Contrast, Visual Snow, Blue Field Phenomena,
and Trails. Similarly, [34] built a smartphone application that can
simulate several of the most common types of visual impairment
associated with diferent eye conditions.
Although 2D images-based methods are relatively easy to build
and low cost, their static simulation is simplifed versions of the
various visual impairments, which means they are not capable to
replicate realistically the specifc situation of a visually impaired
person. Although the studies aforementioned enriched the toolbox
of visual impairment simulation. They are limited to screen-based
interactions, whereas there are many more visual activities that
cover each essential aspect of our daily life. Finally, most types
of visual impairment are associated with a number of diferent
visual abnormalities. For example, in the case of age-related macular
degeneration, four typical attributes have been identifed: distortion,
reduced saturation, reduced contrast, and darkened central vision;
which means studies based on existing 2D simulation images are
only able to provide simplifed versions of visual impairments.
2.2.3 VR-based Visual impairment simulation. Ai et al. [2] created a
VR-based visual impaired simulation system for glaucoma, diplopia,
and aging-related macular degeneration. Their system provides
computational graphic stereo vision and head movement tracking.
Kim et al. presented Empath-D which is a VR-based visual impairment simulating a system with the goal of increasing empathy
towards access needs in the context of App design [43]. Furthermore, Krosl et al. mimicked reduced visual acuity (VA) through
blurring and had participants test the hypothetical efect of visual
impairment in an emergency situation [47].
With the goal of educating and training ophthalmologists, physical therapists, and students, [36] had their participants navigate
through a typical room in a virtual environment with simulated
vision impairment. Wu et al. simulated a pedestrian street crossing
scenario with aging-related macular degeneration [78]. However,
all these existing virtual environment-based simulations are faced
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with a signifcant trade-of between low-resolution and accessibility
of expensive equipment [48]. Moreover, VR simulations are limited
to a particular scenario of application that has been previously
created by the developer [38].
2.2.4 AR-based Visual Impairment Simulation. More recently, Krosl
et al. took advantage of video see-through AR and collaborated with
ophthalmology experts to create a more realistic cataract simulation
experience [48]. This helped to address the simulation accuracy
evaluation problem by having actual patients involved and their
system was also equipped with real-time eye tracking. However,
even though the work ultimately targets augmented reality, the
prototype and experiments are conducted in Virtual Reality using pre-recorded 360-degree videos. The objective of their study
was to quantify the infuence of visual impairment on recognition
distances of escape-route signs.
To simulate various visual impairments, Ates et al. used videosee-through HMD to generate the typical visual impairment efects
such as Macular Degeneration, Diabetic Retinopathy, Glaucoma,
Cataracts, Colorblindness, and Diplopia [6]. Shen et al. [66] simulated common symptoms of dementia.
Nevertheless, even the latest high-quality stereoscopic video
see-through method or the virtual environment generally ofers 2dimensional visual information with no natural depth clues on the
fat displays, which leads to unnatural conficts in visual processing that signifcantly difer from our actual visual perception [72].
Further, this temporary dissociation of vergence and accommodation has been linked to typical motion sickness symptoms such as
headaches and fatigue. One of the aims of this paper is to ofer a
versatile system that provides an initial empathetic understanding
of visually impaired people by experiencing both central vision
loss and peripheral vision loss without experiencing dissociation
of vergence and accommodation.

3

OUR APPROACH: TRANSPARENT LCD
WITH REAL-TIME EYE TRACKING

As stated by Ates et al. [6], visual impairments are subjected to
a large amount of inter-individual variation, which pointed out
the necessity to simulate diferent types of visual impairments and
diferent degrees of severity for each condition as realistically as
possible. In this paper, we focus on the simulation of open-angle
glaucoma and age-related macular degeneration (AMD).

Visual Impaired Simulation System

Figure 2: A. depicts the assembled Visual Impairment Simulation Glasses with two extra elastic bands to fasten the device to the user’s head minimizing undesired displacement.
B. indicates the original Pupil CORE eye-tracker. C. is the extension kit that we designed and 3D printed for modifying
Pupil CORE into Real-time Visual Impaired Efects Rendering Glasses.
We designed semi-transparent patterns to be shown on the LCDs
to be able to simulate two visual impairment symptoms; loss of
central vision and loss of peripheral vision. Loss of central vision
is represented as a flled circle with a transparent peripheral feld
of view. On the other hand, loss of peripheral vision is shown as a
transparent circle with a flled peripheral, see fgure 5. The severity of the vision loss is controlled over the opacity setting of the
flled region. Based on consideration of generalizability, we use
flled circles and center-transparent patterns to simulate loss of central vision and loss of peripheral vision. Since visual impairments
can vary greatly between individuals [43], our visual impairment
simulation glasses enable a high degree of customization to better
simulate various situations, see fgure 5. To allow others to replicate
the hardware, we provide the 3D models of our device2 .

We used two monochrome 2.9-inch (55 mm x 55 mm viewing area,
128 x 128 pixels) liquid crystal display panels1 as our optical seethrough lenses, which were inspired by Hiroi et al. and Ma et
al. [30, 52, 80, 81], for the generation of a semi-transparent layer in
between the real world and our eyes, as illustrated in Figure 5. The
LCD modules ensure the generated visual impaired efects cover the
majority of a person’s most natural visual feld like ordinary optical
glasses, see fgure 3. Although wearing glasses will reduce parts of
our visual feld, in particular one’s peripheral vision, GAUTHIER et
al. [23] suggests we have the ability to fast adapt to that narrowed
visual feld and react as usual.

Real-time Gaze Tracking and Mapping. Since visually impaired
efects such as loss of peripheral vision and loss of central vision
are gaze-dependent [48], we use Pupil Core Eye Tracker [41] to
obtain the eye movements as well as to generate mapping clues for
the corresponding visual impaired efects. Pupil CORE has been

1 JHD128128-G56BFW-G

2 https://github.com/qzkiyoshi/visual-impairment-simulation-glasses
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Visual Impairment Simulators

Central and Peripheral Vision Loss

Visual Acuity

Eye Tracking

VAC Free

Weight

FOV

Real-world Adaptive

Analog Tools [19, 27, 33, 61, 65, 83]
✓
Natural vision
X
✓
≥ Normal glasses
≤ Normal glasses
✓
2D image-based simulation [17, 54, 77]
✓
Limited resolution
✓
N/A
N/A
N/A
X
VR-based simulation [36, 43, 47, 78]
✓
Limited resolution
✓
△
468g [76]
≈109°(H),112°(V) [56]
X
AR-based simulation [48] (VST)
✓
Limited resolution
✓
△
550g [76]
≈107°(H),108°(V) [56]
Pre-design Needed
Our simulation Glasses (OST)
✓
Natural vision
✓
✓
89.6g
≈ 160°(H),140°(V)
✓
Note: (VAC) is short for vergence-accommodation confict. ( △) meant no computational heavy nor optical VAC-free method was implemented. (VST) is short for Video see-through. (OST) stands for optical
see-through. In the Weight column, the weight that we used to represent VR-based simulators is the minimum in their groups. The weight of our OST visual impairment simulation glasses only counts the
glasses themselves (Pupil CORE + LCDs + 3D printed extension kit + wires). In the FOV column, the horizontal and vertical visual felds that we used to represent the VR and AR-based simulators are the
maxima in their groups.

Table 1: Comparison of related studies and commercial products

Figure 4: Three basic modes of the visual impairment simulation glasses.

Figure 3: (a). indicates the horizontal vision feld of our visual impairment simulation glasses. (b). indicates the vertical visual feld. (c). is the lenses-width comparison between
our visual impairment simulation glasses and an ordinary
myopia glasses, in which orange dash lines are the outermost edges of the ordinary myopia glasses, the green lines
indicate the outermost left and right boundaries of our visual impairment glasses.

widely used in various studies because of its robust eye-tracking
performance and lightweight (22.75g3 ) [20, 29, 80, 82]. The specifc
type of Pupil CORE that we used consists of two 200Hz 192x192
pixel infrared cameras (8.5ms latency) and a 120Hz 480p World
(Front) Camera ( Latency is typically greater than 3ms, CPU depending) [50]. To drive the Pupil CORE, we followed the ofcial
requirements of Pupil lab (Intel i5 or greater, 8GB or more RAM) and
used a laptop equipped with Intel i7 CPU( 11 Generation) and 16GB
RAM (ddr4 3200MHz). This confguration allowed us to reduce the
3 https://pupil-labs.com/products/core/tech-specs/

delay between the eye movements and the generated corresponding
visual impaired efects to approximately 100ms.
The LCD displays are controlled through a SparkFun ESP32
ThingsPlus4 with a USB cable connecting to the laptop aforementioned to minimize potential data transmission delay. We designed
two resin frames to hold the two LCD lenses in between the eyes and
the Pupil Core eye-tracking cameras. To ensure that the eye movement tracking cameras could detect eyeball movements successfully
and stably through the LCD panels, we replaced the original camera arms with our re-designed and 3D printed ones, see fgure 2.
This modifcation enabled us to set the cameras at an optimal angle
to detect the pupils’ movements successfully. Moreover, we also
designed an LCD connector/ fxer to join the two LCD modules
together to enable successive and stable visual impaired simulation.
Finally, to minimize the potential displacement of the visual impairment simulation glasses, we attached two elastic bands to the ends
of the legs of the Pupil CORE. To drive the LCD modules as well as
to minimize the size and weight of the prototype, we designed the
driver board based on the manual of the LCDs manufacturer.

Benefts and Limitations
The advantages of our approach: (1) instant real-world adaptability:
our approach enables the user to experience visually impaired vision
instantly in real-world scenarios. Users can check whether a visual
design is low-vision friendly or not by simply switching on and of
the visually impaired modes, as well as checking if an environmental
design is inclusive for visually impaired people. While analog visual
impairment simulation tools and 2D image-based methods ofer
only static efects and are unable to respond to eye movements.
Current HMD-based methods need a pre-designed environment
such that the user cannot instantly interact with real-world visual
stimuli. (2) VA-confict-free: our lightweight optical-see-through
design avoids the vergence-accommodation confict which links to
visual fatigue, headaches as well as serious side efects long after
cessation. They are parts of the main challenges in HMD-based
4 https://www.sparkfun.com/products/15663
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Figure 5: (a). are the generated peripheral vision loss efects
from mild to severe. (b). simulates the overlapped efects
with real-world scene. (c). are the generated central vision
loss efects from mild to severe. d. simulates central vision
loss efects.

Figure 6: Hardware’s working fow: Pupil CORE detects eye
movements and send them to the data processing laptop, the
laptop is running a Python script which converts eye movements into x and y coordinates to the attached Esp32 thingPlus micro controller that generates the visual impaired effects to the LCD lenses.
systems [46]. (3) versatility: our programmable LCD-based and
modular design suggests we can not only simulate loss of peripheral
or central vision, but can also simulate other impairments such as
Retinitis Pigmentosa, Floaters, Cataracts, or even rare and complex
cases such as people experiencing multiple visual impairments (e.g.
age-related macular degeneration in amblyopic). (4) walkable: alike
our experiment suggests, one can walk up doing their daily routines
while wearing our device when accompanied, which enables the
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further realistic and immersive experience of visual impairments.
(5) computationally simple: our method does not require heavy
computational power which is crucial for high-resolution rendering
and complex calibration that is needed in HMD/HWD-based studies.
(6) optical-glasses-like feld of view: our device can reach the largest
feld of view (160° horizontal, 140° vertical) when compared to the
related AR & VR-based studies and the mainstream commercial
HMDs (Oculus QUEST 2 (104° horizontal, 98° vertical), Varjo XR-3
(115° diagonal)).
In terms of other optical see-through devices that might potentially be used as visual impairment simulation platforms such as
HoloLens2 or MagicLeap2. First, HoloLens2 can only generate additive RGB mixing-based luminous pixels, while our device generates
black/ opaque pixels which are more suitable to simulate the degenerated macula or afected optic nerves. Additionally, MagicLeap2’s
dimming layer can only be adjusted wholly, while our device can
adjust each pixel individually.
Limitations. Our optical glasses-like design suggests that this
current prototype could not completely cover all of the wearer’s
visual feld, especially on the left and right sides. Although, with a
horizontal visual feld of 160 degrees and a vertical visual feld of
140 degrees, our OST visual impairment simulation glasses ensure
signifcantly better coverage than most available HMD [56], see
table 1.
Although our visual impairment simulation glasses (without
counting the laptop’s weight) were signifcantly lighter than popular HMDs, it was heavier than ordinary glasses, which requires
further lightweight design modifcation. Another notable hardware
limitation was linked to the refresh rate of the current monochrome
LCD and the sampling rate of the pupil labs eye tracker (up to 250
Hz). The LCD and eye-tracking setup is currently not fast enough
to match the speed of natural eye movements. As described in
the qualitative feedback section, the lag for larger saccades was
noticeable, about 100ms. Yet, this issue also persists for software
approaches using eye-tracking and HMD-type simulations.
Regarding the reliability of our simulation, we observed our
simulated peripheral vision loss efect could not be seen by one
participant (1/14), which indicates the individual variations (nose
height, interpupillary distance, head circumference, ears’ place)
among the participants could have made certain individuals see
through the polarizers of the LCDs. We believe that future versions
of this OST visual impairment simulation glasses will overcome
this demerit by leveraging specifcally designed polarizers or more
suitable transparent display modules.

4 USER STUDY
4.1 Participants
We recruited 14 graduate students who were currently enrolled
in either the MSc or Ph.D. program. Participants were recruited
through a combination of departmental emails, student message
boards, and word of mouth. Six of them identifed themselves as
male and eight as female. They were on average 26.9 years old (SD
= 3.7, Min = 22, Max = 34). Seven participants were nearsighted or
farsighted. Amongst them, one participant was nearsighted in the
right eye and farsighted in the left. Three of the seven nearsighted
participants wore their contact lenses throughout the experiment.
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for the full details of the task. Once the personal item search task
was successfully completed, the participants were asked to undergo
either the visual acuity test (if the central vision loss efect was
been applied as the frst condition) or the feld of view test (if the
peripheral vision lost test was being applied as a frst condition).
Participants underwent the selected test twice, once with the glasses
set in full transparent mode, and once with the glasses displaying
the appropriate visual impairment flter (the order between these
two conditions was randomized among participants).
After completing the frst either central vision loss or peripheral vision loss test, participants were asked to perform another
personal item search task with the opposite visual impairment flter
applied followed by the remaining corresponding vision test. At
the end of the study, participants were asked to fll in the empathy
questionnaire again, followed by open questions to elicit additional
feedback. The complete Experimental procedure is summarised in
fgure 7.

Figure 7: A diagram summarizing the complete procedure of
the user study.
On the other hand, the remaining four took part in the experiment
without wearing corrective glasses as they self-reported that they
can do their daily routines without wearing glasses. Participants
were compensated with a gift card for their time.

4.2

Study procedure

After obtaining informed consent and collecting demographic information, participants were asked to fll in a baseline questionnaire
assessing their general awareness and empathy in relation to individuals with vision loss (see the following subsection for details
about the questionnaire design). Before the start of the experiment,
the researchers helped the participants to put on the device and
fastened the yellow elastic bands (see fgure 2) behind the participants’ heads minimizing the undesired displacements of the smart
glasses for the duration of the study. The order of the two visual
impairment efects, central vision loss, and peripheral vision loss
were randomized among participants, while the overall study procedure remained consistent. After confrming that the device was
held in place stably and correctly, the calibration was carried out
to ensure that the chosen frst visual impairment simulation efect
would be located in the appropriate region of the participant’s feld
of view was initiated using the GUI operating system.
After the end of the calibration of eye tracking and the corresponding place of pupils on the displays, the participant was asked
to navigate around the room to locate their mobile phone which
had been previously hidden by the experimenter. See section 4.2.4

4.2.1 Qestionnaire Design. One goal of our user study was to
evaluate if the simulated experience provided by the smart glasses
could efectively increase design students’ awareness of visual impairment and the importance of accessibility, leading to greater
interest to interact with visually impaired users. Although many
disability simulation tools claim to be designed with the goal to
increase empathy amongst designers, their impact in this regard
is not often specifcally assessed [6, 11, 69]. Most available scales
that assess empathy or attitudes toward people with disabilities are
not specifc to designers and do not necessarily provide insights
on shifting priorities in relation to accessibility and future design
practices [25, 45].
More recently Drouet et al. 2022 [18] have developed an 18item Empathy in Design Scale to assess the empathetic tendency
of designers and stakeholders toward particular groups of users
along four diferent dimensions Emotional interest / Discovery,
Sensitivity/ Immersion, Personal experience/ Connection, and Selfawareness/ Detachment. To ensure that design students remained
aware that while the glasses could provide an experience of visual
impairment they could not, and indeed should not [8], create a
truly embodied experience of disability we removed the sections
on Sensitivity/ Immersion and Personal experience/ Connection
from our evaluation. Furthermore, the original scale measures overall empathetic tendencies, whereas our study design could only
assess the change in the empathetic state before and after the simulation. To this end, we modifed the phrasing of the questions to
represent one’s state of mind at a specifc moment in time rather
than a more generic personal inclination. The result was an 8-item
questionnaire, in which participants could express their level of
agreement or disagreement with each statement using a 5-point
scale. In particular, question 1 to 4 assesses the potential change
of "Emotional Interest/ Discovery (EI)", whereas question 5 to 8
examined the "Self-awareness/ Detachment (SA)" level [18]. The
questionnaire was administered to participants at the start of the
study and after they completed the experiment.
Additionally, to assess whether our device could simulate central
vision loss and peripheral vision loss without triggering typical
motion sickness symptoms, such as headaches and visual fatigue,
which have been associated with other simulation strategies [13],
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Questionnaire:
1. I am interested to learn about the experiences and needs of people with vision loss.
2. I imagine how people with vision loss think, feel or behave in diferent situations.
3. I am curious about the experiences and needs of people with vision loss.
4. I want to learn about the people with vision loss’s experiences and opinions about my research and design work.
5. I imagine how I would feel and think if I were a person with vision loss rather than a person without vision loss.
6. I am aware that my experiences as a person without vision loss are diferent from the ones of people with vision loss.
7. I realize that there are similarities and diferences between my experiences and the ones of people with vision loss.
8. I understand why people with vision loss perceive things diferently than I do as a researcher and designer.
MS.1. When using VR headsets I experience headaches and/or visual fatigue.
MS.2. I experienced headaches and/or visual fatigue when switching my gaze from distant objects to closed objects or
vice versa while wearing the glasses.
Table 2: The 5 scaled likert answers are: Strongly Disagree/ Disagree/ Neither Agree or Disagree/ Agree/ Strongly Agree.

we added two items to the questionnaire that was administered
after the simulation experience. The full questionnaire used in the
user study is shown in Table 2. At the end of the study, participants
were asked for any additional feedback they wanted to share about
the use of the simulation glasses and how the efect of the visual
impairment simulation experience.
4.2.2 Loss of Central Vision Simulation. The aim of the loss of
central vision test was to evaluate if the simulated efect created by
our glasses could efectively reduce the visual acuity of participants.
This particular measure was chosen as loss of visual acuity has been
identifed as a strong indicator of age-related macular degeneration
(AMD) [60].
When applying the central vision loss efect we refer to the
estimation provided by previously related studies [4, 32, 68] which
classifes the median 10 degrees of the visual feld as the central
vision area. However, it is worth noticing that there are some other
variations in regards to the defnition of central vision [71].
To conduct the visual acuity test we had participants sit down
on the chair we placed 10 feet away from an A4-sized Snellen Chart.
The visual acuity test was conducted twice consecutively, once
with our device in its fully transparent mode and the second time
with the central vision loss flter applied. Both tests were conducted
with participants using their binocular vision. Although the Snellen
chart is usually used to test the visual acuity by blocking one eye
at a time, since our aim was to examine whether the central vision
loss mode of our visual impairment simulation glasses could reduce
the general (binocular) visual acuity, we chose to perform the test
with the participant using binocular vision.
To minimize the undesired infuence of learning efects from
past experience, and considering the Snellen chart’s popularity, we
used two character-shufed charts that rearranged the order of the
characters while maintaining their characteristics including type,
font size, and layout design, see fgure 10. We also shufed the order
in which Snellen Chart was used for each condition.
4.2.3 Loss of Peripheral Vision Simulation. The loss of peripheral
vision test was to evaluate if the simulated efect created by our
glasses could signifcantly reduce the visual feld of participants.
This particular measure was chosen as the reduced visual feld is

a strong indicator of open-angle glaucoma and retinitis pigmentosa [24]. To explore the changes in the peripheral vision area of
the participants, we designed a 5 Processing program which is used
to generate dots from 8 directions of the display edges (randomized
order, upper right, up, upper left, left, right, bottom left, bottom,
bottom right) one by one towards a red cross that located in the
center of the display. This program mimicked the automated static
perimetry test which is commonly used to assess the individual
feld of vision.
During the test, participants were required to sit at a chair as
fgure 8 indicates, in front of a 65 inches IPS display. The distance
between the display and the participant’s head was fxed to 25
cm by an adjustable chin rest. This distance was calculated using
trigonometric functions to make sure the display area was sufcient
to cover the participant’s peripheral vision vertically and horizontally. To correct for individual variations of the feld of view, we
asked participants to self-report whether the display area well coincided with their visual feld. If this was not the case, we slightly
adjusted the distance between the display and the chin rest until
they confrmed that the horizontal and vertical boundaries of their
visual feld were within the four sides of the display. Notably, the
visual feld that we expected the display to cover was the point of
view from the two LCD lenses.
When the appropriate chin rest position was determined the
peripheral vision test was carried out with two conditions in randomized order. Once with our device and in its fully transparent
mode, see fgure 4a, and another is the peripheral vision loss mode,
see fgure 4c. To minimize fatigue, a two minutes break was introduced in between the two conditions.
When applying the peripheral vision impairment flter, the experimenter made sure that the generated efects were aligned with
the pupils of the participant, as well as examining that the visually impaired efects would move correspondingly with the eyes’
movements. This eye-tracking examination enabled the generated
efects would act along with microsaccades, which resulted in a
more realistic intuitive simulation of visual impairments.
During the feld of vision test, participants were required to fx
their gaze on the red cross located in the center of the display and
5 Processing:

Homepage (https://processing.org/)
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Figure 8: Participants were required to sit in front of the 65
inches display and gaze at the center where the processing
script generates a red cross.

asked to press a button as soon as they noticed a white circle approaching out of their visual feld towards the red cross. We used
the custom-made processing script to display the white dots 10
times, shufing their order of approach across 8 directions (upperleft, up, upper-right, left, right, bottom-left, bottom, bottom-right).
The frst two trials were used as non-recording baselines. The approaching speed of the dots is 15 frames per second. The button
that participants were asked to press was placed around their right
hand. To avoid false triggering, participants were asked after they
pressed the button to make a hand sign pointing in the direction
of the perceived dot, which means only correct triggering would
be recorded. Participants were informed that blinks were allowed
during the tests.
4.2.4 Personal-item-search tasks. Since visually impaired symptoms are generally not of short-time duration but long-lasting experiences, most visually impaired people who are afected by the
loss of central vision or peripheral vision, will likely carry out their
daily routines experiencing either narrowed visual feld or reduced
visual acuity and contrast. Thus, to better represent and simulate
the experience of losing central vision and losing peripheral vision,
we had participants perform two personal-item-search tasks in the
experimental environment before the visual acuity and peripheral
vision tests, utilizing the corresponding visual impairment efect.
Before the beginning of each task, participants were informed by
the experiment that they did not need to uncover anything to locate

Figure 9: From P1 to P14 are the results of both transparent mode and peripheral vision loss mode. Polygons in light
green color are the visual feld of the transparent mode.
Khaki polygons indicate the results of the peripheral vision
loss mode. The semi-transparent pink polygons.

their phone, nor were they allowed to use other wearable devices
such as a smartwatch or an AirTag to activate their smartphone
or by voice. As part of the task, they could freely walk around the
room to fnd their smartphone which had been previously hidden
by the experimenters. To challenge their ability to recognize objects
of similar nature, along the potential search paths, the experimenter
placed 3 diferent smartphones in diferent locations.
During the personal item search task, we prioritized the safety
of the participants while maintaining our goals to increase awareness of visual impairment. Two experimenters accompanied the
participants from behind ( back left and back right) making sure
no injury would occur as a result of accidental collision. One of the
experimenters held the laptop to run the visual impairment simulation system and ensure that the USB cable connection between
the simulation glasses and the laptop was not tense, to minimize
unnecessary discomfort.

4.3

Result

4.3.1 Changes in visual field and visual acquity. The application of
the peripheral vision loss flter used to simulate the related type of
impairment caused a reduction of the visual feld of participants as
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Figure 10: Two re-designed Snellen Charts maintaining the
original visual design. (a). indicates the central vision loss
condition, (b). reveals the result of using the transparent
mode of our visual impairment simulation glasses.

shown in Figure 9. On average, the upper half of the participant’s
feld of vision was more afected by the presence of the peripheral
loss flter compared to the lower half. Specifcally, we observed a
statistically signifcant decreased feld of vision from 6 out of all 8
directions including upper left (p<.0046), up (p<.0076), upper right
(p<.006), right (p<.0001), bottom left (p<.0017), and bottom (p<.04).
Participants’ feld of vision was also decreased by the application of
the peripheral vision loss flter in the left and bottom right direction,
but these diferences were found to be not signifcant (p= .15, and
p=.25 respectively). Notably, in the case of P4, we found a opposite
result compared with others. We observed almost no diference in
the feld of vision between full transparent mode and peripheral
vision loss mode in the case of P8.
The application of the central vision loss flter caused a reduction
in the visual acuity of all participants as shown in Figure 10. On
average, with the simulation glasses set in the transparent mode,
participant visual acuity was 7.7 (max 10, min 2), with 10 out of 14
participants scoring between 8 and 10. On the other hand, when
the central vision loss efect was applied, average visual acuity was
reduced to 5.5 (max 8, min 2), with the majority of participants
scoring between 6 and 8. The decrease in visual acuity was found
to be statistically signifcant using a paired t-test, p <.0001.

think, feel or behave in diferent situations (Q2); 9 participants had
an increased interest in learning about the experiences and opinions
of people with vision loss’s in relation to their research and design
work (Q4); 8 participants were more likely to imagine how they
would feel and think if they were a person with vision loss (Q5),
and 8 participants had increased awareness of the similarities and
diferences between their own experiences and the ones of people
with vision loss (Q7).

4.3.2 Awareness and empathy. When examining the impact of the
simulation on the "Emotional Interest/ Discovery" and the "Selfawareness/ Detachment" of participants towards individuals with
visual impairment, the comparisons of pre and post-study questionnaires showed a statistically signifcant increase in both dimensions.
Table 2 and fgure 11 show that for all items included in the questionnaire, participants reported a signifcant positive shift in awareness
and empathy. In particular, 8 participants stated that after taking
part in the study they had more interest in learning about the experiences and needs of people with vision loss (Q1); 8 participants
were more likely to imagine how people with vision loss would

4.3.3 Motion sickness symptoms. When asked whether the visual
impairment simulation provided by our glasses triggered typical
motion sickness symptoms (headaches and or visual fatigue), 9 out
of all 14 participants answered either "Strongly Disagree (4)" or "Disagree (5)", two answered "Neutral" and three answered, "Agree". To
further enquire about the causes of their discomfort, we asked participants about the specifc efects or tasks that triggered headache
and or visual fatigue, and if these unpleasant signs lasted as long as
they usually did when using VR. Two participants stated that the
visual fatigue occurred as a result of the presence of the central dot
(central vision loss efects), which made them spend more energy

Figure 11: Comparison of pre and post-questionnaires. Full
questions can be found in table 2.
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Figure 12: MSQ1. is the result that reveals the baseline VR
headsets experience of the participants. MSQ2. suggests that
our visual impairment simulation glasses could simulate
the visually impaired efects without triggering headaches
and visual fatigue.
to see things clearly. In turn, this led to the feeling of visual fatigue,
but no headaches. Moreover, as soon as the smart glasses were
removed the visual fatigue disappeared immediately.
On the other hand, when talking about the headache and or
visual fatigue experienced in connection to the use of VR headsets, 11 out of 14 participants answered either "Strongly Agree
(8)" or "Agree (3)". Of the remaining 3 participants, two had never
tried wearing VR headsets and 1 answered strongly disagree. See
fgure 12.
4.3.4 Qalitative Feedback. From the oral feedback that we received from the participants, we identifed contrasting opinions
regarding their impaired central and peripheral vision experience.
Concerning the personal-item-search task, half of the participants
stated that the impaired peripheral vision caused more challenges,
whereas the other half found the impaired central vision condition
more difcult. Amongst the people who mentioned peripheral vision loss as most challenging, the majority stated that it was not
very difcult for them to quickly scan the area even when their
central feld of vision was blocked. On the contrary, among participants who found the impaired central vision most difcult, the
majority stated that it was challenging to distinguish details of
the surrounding objects when their central vision overlapped with
the efects. Moreover, they felt that the clarity of the environment
would also decrease.
Interestingly, one participant stated that the impaired peripheral
vision helped her focus more. However, all participants agreed that
both conditions narrowed their vision and reduced their confdence
in walking around a familiar environment. During the visual acuity
test with the Snellen charts, all participants mentioned that clarity

was signifcantly reduced when the central vision impaired mode
was active. In particular, it was difcult for them to distinguish small
details and minor diferences. For example, they felt frequently
confused by E and F, F and P, and O and C in the Snellen Charts.
When comparing the diferences between VR headsets and the
OST visual impairment simulation glasses used in this study, participants unanimously stated that they found the experience more
comfortable. In particular, none of the participants experienced
dizziness as a result of using the OST visual impairment simulation glasses, which were frequently mentioned in connection to
VR HMD use. Moreover, many of our participants mentioned that
the simulation provided by our glasses made the experience feel
more natural and gave them a better experience than just placing a
screen in front of their eyes.
One of the participants has a fascinating take on the diferences
between VR and our glasses. She mentioned that the premise between VR headsets and our smart glasses was for her entirely different.
Based on the oral feedback from the participants it was also clear
that the awareness of vision loss increased. One of the participants
told us that she didn’t put much consideration into vision loss
before the experiment. However, after our experiment, she really
felt frustrated and annoyed by the barriers faced by people with
vision loss.

4.4

Discussion

Our experimental results show that our method can statistically
and signifcantly reduce visual acuity and feld of vision, which
are the key factors when defning visually impaired levels. While
relevant works such as [14] & [73] highlight how static flters and
superimposed black occlusions on standard spectacles have been
reported as unrealistic by individuals with both glaucoma and AMD.
Our approach of using programmable transparent LCDs to simulate
visual impairment represents a more practical way to capture the
variability of visual impairment symptoms. Key features of our
work include adjustable severity of visual acuity loss by altering
the contrast level of the simulating patterns, while also can control
the size and location representing the afected area. The further
advantage of incorporating eye-tracking means that the simulated
efect follows the gaze of the individual, providing a more intuitive
experience.
Successfully conducted personal item searching tasks suggest the
potential that our optical see-through visual impairment simulation
glasses can support daily routine-like tasks easily. The observed
hesitation that happened when the participants were distinguishing
whether the detected phone is a dummy or their own phone indicates the reliable and stable visually impaired simulation experience
that our method can ofer.
Results from the empathy scale show that experiencing our
glasses had a positive impact on the level of awareness of design
students, in particular increasing their willingness to engage with
individuals with lived experience of visual impairment.
Regarding how accurate our system can simulate, despite our
best eforts, overall it is very difcult to know if a simulation mimics
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a subjective experience of a person with visual (or other) impairment [33]. Thus we chose to leverage programmable optical seethrough displays as our lenses to approach the individual variation
and diferent severities.
In the next step, we plan to evaluate if our visual impairment
simulation glasses can provide a sufciently good approximation
for peripheral and central vision loss modeling of the accuracy and
efciency loss in standard vision tests (similar to Godman et al.’s
experiments with static glasses [27]).

5

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced the frst optical see-through (OST)
visual impairment simulation glasses with real-time eye tracking.
These glasses enabled signifcantly reduced visual acuity and visual
feld without causing typical motion sickness symptoms such as
headaches and or visual fatigue. By experiencing these OST visual
impairment simulation glasses to do daily routines, the wearers
showed signifcantly increased awareness and empathy for the
visually impaired experience.
Unlike analog visual impairment simulation goggles, 2D imagebased simulation applications, and video see-through HMD-based
visual impairment simulation methods, our OST visual impairment
simulation glasses have the largest FOV and enable a VAC-free
visual information processing experience.
We conducted two visual impairment simulations, one is central vision loss, and the other is peripheral vision loss. During the
experiment, participants experienced two personal item searching
tasks under those two visually impaired simulations one to another
followed shifted order. To address the potential changes in both
awareness and empathy after the visual impairment simulation, we
had the participants fll out a pre and a post questionnaire, the prequestionnaire was flled out before the simulation started, and the
post-questionnaire was flled out after all the two visually impaired
experience. We found our optical see-through visual impairment
simulation glasses enabled signifcantly visually impaired experience for both reduced visual acuity and visual feld. Combining
the personal item searching tasks, we found signifcantly increased
awareness and empathy for visual impairment.
Altogether, we fnd our visual impairment simulation glasses
are the frst optical see-through based method that enabled VACfree visually impaired experience and can be real-time and realworld adaptive for various simulating scenarios such as doing daily
routines and checking if a product’s or an environmental design is
friendly enough for visually impaired peoples.
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